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ABSTRACT

A 100 kN dead-weight type force standard machine (DWM) has been newly installed at the National Institute of

Metrology, Thailand (NIMT).  In order to verify the performance of this new machine, a bilateral comparison was

carried out between the new machine and the 20 kN, 54 kN and 540 kN DWMs of the National Metrology Institute of

Japan using four force measuring devices of 10 kN, 20 kN, 50 kN and 100 kN rated capacities as traveling standards.

In spite of some limitation due to the traveling standards' performance, deviations of the measurement results between

the two Institutes turned to be well within the comparison uncertainty at all of the force steps, proving the equivalence of

the force standards of the two Institutes in this force range.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Thailand's economy has been growing remarkably.  For instance, approximately 1.2 million automobiles

were produced in 2006, almost triple the production level in 2000.
1
  Economic growth and industrial development

inevitably demand the establishment of transparent quality management systems complying with international standards

and regulations, resulting in an increased need for ensuring measurement traceability and performing calibrations of

various kinds of measuring instruments.  Force metrology is no exception to this trend.

To meet the demands from Thai industry, the National Institute of Metrology, Thailand (NIMT) has established a new

dead-weight type force standard machine (DWM) of 100 kN rated capacity as a backbone of the national measurement

standard of force.  The new DWM ensures traceability of the basic quantities of mass, length, and time.  The masses

of the dead-weights are traceable to the national mass standard of Japan, and gravitational acceleration at the location of

the DWM is traceable to the national length and time standards of China through absolute measurement of gravity on

site.  In addition to securing traceability to national standards of basic quantities at the time of installation, it is

necessary for any national metrology institute (NMI) to demonstrate the equivalence of its standards to those of other

NMIs in foreign countries.

To this end, a bilateral comparison has been carried out between the newly implemented 100 kN DWM of NIMT and

the DWMs of the National Metrology Institute of Japan (NMIJ) having 20 kN, 54 kN and 540 kN rated capacities.

This paper outlines the procedure and results of the bilateral comparison.

2. DESCRIPTION OF FORCE STANDARD MACHINES

2.1 100 kN DWM OF NIMT

The 100 kN force standard machine in NIMT, as shown in Fig. 1, has a loading frame acting as a 1 kN weight and a

series of linkage weights consisting of thirteen 1 kN weights, four 2 kN weights, a 3 kN weight, seven 5 kN weights, and

five 10 kN weights.  It can calibrate force transducers and test pieces of four rated capacities, namely, 10 kN, 20 kN,

50 kN, and 100 kN, each having ten force steps of equal increments.  A 10 % overloading test can also be performed

for these ranges; that is, the maximum load of this DWM is 110 kN.

When the loading frame is at rest, it is supported on a fixed slab, and its alignment is maintained by an automatic

centering jig provided on the slab.  The force transducer or the test piece under calibration is set at the center of the

compression table, or is hung at the center of the tensile fitting.  The compression table and the tensile fitting move as



one and lift the force transducer and the loading frame together.  Thus, the loading frame is separated from the

centering jig, and the first load is applied to the force transducer.  After the compression table and the tensile fitting

stop moving, the crossbeam, which supports the other linkage weights, moves down to apply required forces one by one.

 

Figure 1:  Photographs of NIMT's 100 kN DWM.

2.2 540 kN, 54 kN AND 20 kN DWMS OF NMIJ

The 540 kN force standard machine of NMIJ, as shown in Fig. 2, has a loading frame acting as a 29.4 kN (3000 kgf)

weight and two series of linkage weights.  The upper series consists of ten 4.9 kN (500 kgf) weights and the lower one

has a 19.6 kN (2000 kgf) weight and nine 49 kN (5000 kgf) weights.  The upper and lower linkage weights are placed

on crossbeams of each weight supporter.  They are connected to a hydraulic motor through a chain link and to a

hydraulic jack through a pair of lifting rods.  The hydraulic jack is placed at the top of the framework of the DWM, and

it drives the loading frame and the lower linkage weights up and down.  The hydraulic motor is installed just below the

loading table.

Figure 2:  A photograph of NMIJ's 540 kN DWM.

The 54 kN force standard machine, as shown in Fig. 3, has a loading frame acting as a 9.8 kN (1000 kgf) weight and a



series of linkage weights consisting of nine 4.9 kN (500 kgf) weights.  The linkage weights are placed on a crossbeam

of a weight supporter which is connected to a hydraulic jack through a pair of lifting rods.  The hydraulic jack is placed

at the top of the framework of the DWM, and it drives the loading frame and the linkage weights up and down.

Figure 3:  A photograph of NMIJ's 54 kN DWM.

The 20 kN force standard machine, as shown in Fig. 4, has a loading frame acting as a 500 N weight and two series of

linkage weights.  The upper series consists of a 500 kN weight and nine 1 kN-weights, and the lower one has five 2 kN

weights.  The two series of the linkage weights are placed on crossbeams of weight supporters and can be moved up

and down independently by driving each of the weight supporters using motors.

Figure 4:  A photograph of NMIJ's 20 kN DWM.

Each DWM has a computer controlled driving system and it can perform calibrations automatically, provided that an

object to be calibrated is equipped with a popular type of digital amplifier/indicator commonly available in

marketplace.
2



3. COMPARISON PROCEDURE

For this bilateral comparison, four force transducers and a high-precision amplifier (DMP-40) were prepared by NIMT

as traveling standards.  The initial and the final measurements were carried out at NIMT, and the weighted mean of

these results was compared with the reference measurements at NMIJ.  The same DMP-40 was used for all

measurements at both laboratories.  The reference temperature was chosen to be 23 °C.

The force steps were 5, 6, 8, and 10 kN for the 10 kN traveling standard; 10, 12, 16, and 20 kN for the 20 kN traveling

standard; 20, 30, 40, and 50 kN for the 50 kN traveling standard; and 50, 60, 80, and 100 kN for the 100 kN traveling

standard.  In NIMT, all of the traveling standards were measured using the new 100 kN DWM.  In NMIJ,

measurements were carried out on the 10 kN and 20 kN traveling standards using the 20 kN DWM, on the 50 kN

traveling standard using the 54 kN DWM, and on the 100 kN traveling standard using the 540 kN DWM.

For each of the four traveling standards, the measurement procedure consisted of three initial preloading cycles and

three measurement cycles at 0 degree orientation of the force transducer, and one preloading cycle and one measurement

cycle at each of 90, 180 and 270 degree orientations.

The time interval was decided as described in Fig. 5, with a view to minimizing the creep effect seen in traveling

standards.
3,4

  Since all of the DWMs of NIMT and NMIJ have one or two linkage weights, it takes several minutes to

load up to and to unload down from the rated capacity.  Therefore, the time intervals between zero and the rated

capacity and between zero and half of the rated capacity were extended to 360 seconds and 270 seconds, respectively,

instead of the usual intervals of 180 seconds.
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Figure 5:  Time interval of readings.  Filled circles indicate readings.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As described in the previous section, the same measurement interval was adopted at both NIMT and NMIJ.  Even

though the time intervals were the same in the measurements at both institutes, some corrections were needed for the

creep effect.  The reasons for this are twofold.  First, there is quite a large difference in force interval between NIMT's

and NMIJ's DWMs.  For example, only two steps are needed for the 540 kN DWM of NMIJ to apply 50 kN from 0 kN,

whereas many small weights have to be loaded sequentially using the 100 kN DWM of NIMT.  In this case, the loading

time between 0 kN and 50 kN in NMIJ was 45 seconds, whereas that in NIMT was 213 seconds.  Second, some

traveling standards do not have ideal creep characteristics.  While maintaining the applied force at a certain value,

readings of the 100 kN traveling standard relatively shifted by about 3.5×10
-5

 in 168 seconds.  For these reasons,

relative correction for a creep of 2.0×10
-6

 was needed in most cases, and for 3.5×10
-5

 in some exceptional cases.  In the

following paragraphs, the creep corrections have already been applied to the values of the relative deviations.

Fig. 6 and Table 1 show the relative deviations between NIMT and NMIJ.  In Fig. 6, the horizontal axis indicates

comparison force steps, and the vertical axis indicates relative deviation.  The horizontal axis is divided into four parts

corresponding to each traveling standard.  Zero on the vertical axis refers to the reference values at NMIJ.  Curves

indicate relative deviations of measurement results of NIMT with respect to the reference values.  Circular symbols on

dotted lines, triangular symbols on dotted lines, and square symbols on solid lines indicate relative deviations of the

initial measurement, the final measurement, and their weighted mean, respectively.  Measurement uncertainties of the

initial and final measurements were used as weights in calculating the weighted mean.  Bars at each comparison step

show comparison uncertainty, described below.
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Figure 6:  Deviation between NIMT and NMIJ.

Table 1:  Comparison results between NIMT and NMIJ.

Rated capacity of

traveling standard

(kN)

Comparison

force step

(kN)

Weighted mean of

relative deviation

 (×10-6)

Relative comparison

measurement uncertainty (k = 2)

(×10-6)

En number

5 -7.7 17.2 -0.45

6 -0.7 17.0 -0.04

8 -0.2 17.0 -0.01
10

10 -1.6 17.1 -0.09

10 31.5 41.3 0.76

12 5.8 38.9 0.15

16 5.5 37.2 0.15
20

20 -9.4 35.8 -0.26

20 -3.4 114.3 -0.03

30 14.3 121.1 0.12

40 16.4 134.3 0.12
50

50 22.3 133.8 0.17

50 3.2 31.2 0.10

60 -10.0 29.8 -0.34

80 -5.3 31.1 -0.17
100

100 0.2 32.2 0.01

Averages of readings, repeatability, reproducibility, resolution, temperature fluctuation, sensitivity drift between the

initial and final measurements at NIMT, and extrapolation at the 54 kN and 540 kN DWMs of NMIJ were taken into

account when estimating the uncertainty of the comparison measurements.  Every ten readings at each force step were

averaged and were regarded as a normal distribution to estimate the uncertainty.  Repeatability and reproducibility

were estimated as a type-A evaluation.  Resolution, temperature fluctuation, and sensitivity drift were assumed to be

rectangular distributions.  Uncertainty arising from extrapolation from the force unit of kilogram force to Newton were

estimated up to a relative value of about 3.0×10
-6

 following a previously described estimation procedure.
5
  En numbers

were calculated to evaluate the comparison results according to ISO/IEC Guide 43-1.
6

As shown in Fig. 6 and Table 1, relative deviations between the results of NIMT and NMIJ were small and satisfactory

at all of the force steps, except for the 10 kN force step using the 20 kN traveling standard.  This exception could be

attributed to the insufficient stability of the 20 kN traveling standard.  As shown in Fig. 6, relatively large drift in

sensitivity was found between the initial and final measurements on the 20 kN traveling standard at NIMT.  In addition,

sensitivity drift and reproducibility were considerably large in the results of the 50 kN traveling standard.



Consequently, with the force steps using the 50 kN traveling standards, the comparison uncertainties were too large to

prove the Calibration and Measurement Capabilities (CMCs) of both NIMT and NMIJ; the uncertainties were 2.0×10
-5

in these force ranges for both NMIs.  The comparison uncertainties were also not small enough to demonstrate the

CMCs with the force steps using the 20 kN traveling standards.  In contrast, the 10 kN and 100 kN traveling standards

showed good stability and reproducibility, and the comparison uncertainties were sufficiently small, including those of

the 10 kN and 50 kN force steps, to confirm the CMCs of both NMIs.  Although it was not possible to use force

transducers having optimal quality for the traveling standards due to the restrictions of cost and time, and it was not

possible to obtain small comparison uncertainties on some of the force steps, nevertheless, all of the En numbers never

exceeded unity.  Therefore, it can be concluded that the complete equivalence of these DWMs of NIMT and NMIJ was

confirmed in the high and low force ranges and that a certain degree of equivalence was confirmed in the middle force

range of the 100 kN DWM of NIMT.

5. SUMMARY

A bilateral comparison has been successfully carried out between the newly installed 100 kN DWM of NIMT and the 20

kN, 54 kN and 540 kN DWMs of NMIJ using NIMT's four force-measuring devices of 10 kN, 20 kN, 50 kN and 100

kN rated capacities as traveling standards, in order to verify the performance of this new machine.

Some measures were needed to account for the creep effect and sensitivity drift of the traveling standards because they

do not always have the best characteristics.  In spite of some limitation due to the traveling standards' characteristics,

deviations of the measurement results between the two NMIs turned to be well within the comparison uncertainty at all

of the force steps from 5 kN to 100 kN, proving the equivalence of the force standards of the two NMIs in this force

range.
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